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Krauthamer's appointment was announced April 25 by Ravi V. Bellamkonda, provost and

heights of excellence and she will be a champion for our students and faculty across

historian, has shown the power of higher education to change lives through knowledge,

Fine Arts at University of Massachusetts Amherst, she will take the helm of Emory University's

carried the stole, which students would wear again at graduation, and placed it across the

has been a support for them, such as a parent, partner, friend or faculty member. That person

dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences. Currently dean of the College of Humanities and

As part of Emory University's 2023 Commencement festivities, Campus Life hosted

"Badia Ahad understands that Oxford College is unique in American higher education — a

environment. This production is rumored to be different, although you don't understand quite

You arrive and notice there's no stage, no curtain, nothing to suggest a traditional theater

Identity and Politics."

representing the highest standards of excellence in their fields within the humanities and
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Berlin Prize fellow.

Emory College of Arts and Sciences historian Mariana P. Candido, who specializes in West

physical from Rev. Tolton Pace,
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We are particularly grateful to our staff for their tireless efforts and dedication to Emory. You

hard work and dedication this academic year. It has been a challenging year, but you have all
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“Coke” Ariail, III. During her marriage to Ariail, she began a relationship with

and for Life (1987), Secrets (1988), and A Glorietta (2000). Warren was one of the

“She said to me, ‘I don’t know what you did, but thank you,’” says Williams.

The next time Williams had a shift in the library, her grandmother's friend was

that humor might be an effective means to get her point across.

in 1982, she served as

project and workshop director, media producer, and writer. In 1982, she served as

of gay and lesbian students on campus had progressed so much that Lowe

acceptance

accompanied by a groundswell of new LGBT organizations on campus and

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Student Life (now the Office of LGBT Life)—

Archives, and Rare Book Library to view the collection.

The papers of Rebecca Ranson are housed here at Emory University and are part

engagement on campus; building awareness of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and

of about a dozen people who, he says, held occasional meetings and social

group of about a dozen people who, he says, held occasional meetings and social
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